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Year 1 - Learning at Home - Week 3 

Each of the activities included in this document are designed to last for approximately 30 minutes. 

Special task to submit to your teacher this week: Choose your favourite book review that you have 

created this week in Reading, and email it to your teacher for feedback. 

MONDAY - ANZAC DAY FOCUS 

Before 9:00am Eat breakfast, make your bed, get dressed and clean your teeth. 

9:00am - 10:00am 
 

Complete Literacy 
activities 

Reading: 
Read your Just Right book independently for 15 minutes, working on using your decoding 

strategies. 
OR 

You might like to read this poem and the pieces of information about Anzac Day instead: 

 

 
The following resources are available at the bottom of this document. 

 
Writing: 

Handwriting Practise (5 minutes): 
Choose 4 words to practise writing. You might like to use high frequency words from the 

previous week’s writing task that you have misspelt for this daily practise. Alternatively you 
may choose 4 words from a Just Right book to write. 

Make sure you are starting your letters in the correct spots and following the correct 
directions. You need to be really careful to slot the letters into the dotted thirds correctly. 
For example, the ‘long’ letters come down under the full line and the ‘tall’ letters go up to 

the top dotted line. Use the cat picture below to remember ‘head, body and tail’ placement 
of your letters. 

It might be a good idea to write each word 5 times and then circle the one of which you are 
most proud. 
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WRITING TASK: 
3, 2, 1: 

Write 3 facts that you know about Anzac Day. 
Write 2 wonderings or questions you have about Anzac Day. 

Write 1 comment about why Anzac Day is an important day on our yearly calendar. 

10:00am - 10:30am 
 

Take a walk outside, do some yoga from online (Cosmic Kids) or complete some mindfulness 
(Smiling Mind videos available online) 

10:30am - 11:00am Have something healthy to eat and take half an hour to rest your brain. 

11:00am - 12:00pm 
 

Complete set 
Mathematics task, 
including a game 

from the matrix sent 
out in Week 2. 

 
 

Enlargement of a picture 
Note: you will need a hard copy of this grid. If you do not have access to a printer, please feel 

free to pop in to our school office. 
 

Using the small image below, can you redraw it in a larger size 
in the grid underneath? You will need to look carefully at each 

square of the grid and copy it exactly. For example, notice 
where the hat begins and ends - how many squares does it take 
up? Which squares exactly? Have a look at how tall the soldier 
is. Does the soldier have their feet showing in the illustration? 

Make sure you don’t add things to the picture that are not there 
in the first place. 

Hint: there should be a lot of blank squares remaining on the 
right hand side of your grid! 
 

The following enlargement resource is available at the end of this document. 

12:00pm - 12:30pm 
 

Cooking - this is a 
great way to weave in 

a range of different 
learning areas 

together: 
 

- Reading the recipe 
- Writing a shopping 

list 
- Researching prices 

We think it would be lovely to make some Anzac Biscuits as a family. You might have a 
family recipe that you would prefer to use! This recipe should make approximately 20 

biscuits. 
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on a 
supermarket’s 

website 
- Adding the prices 

together to find 
the predicted total 

- Measuring the 
ingredients 

 

 

12:30pm - 1:30pm Time for lunch 

1:30pm - 2:30pm 
 

Complete Specialist 
task 

DRAMA: Puppets 
Today your child may enjoy creating a stage for their puppet show. You could use old 

cardboard boxes, material, towels, sheets etc. Your child may like to paint or decorate it with 
what you have available. 
Here are some examples: 

 
PLEASE HELP YOUR CHILD TO USE SCISSORS SAFELY. 

Vocabulary to research: 
Theatre 

Performance 

2:30pm - 3:30pm If you have an iPad, you may use apps such as Targeting Maths, Book Creator, Friends of 
10, School Writing app, or any from the 2020 P - 2 suggested apps list. 

*Children may like to re-read previous classroom blog posts/school newsletters: 
http://nlpsgrade1a.global2.vic.edu.au/ 
http://nlpsgrade1t.global2.vic.edu.au/ 
http://nlpsgrade1l.global2.vic.edu.au/ 
http://nlpsyear1r2020.edublogs.org/ 

http://newportlakesps.vic.edu.au/newsletter/ 
Time to email your teacher if you have something that you’d like to share with her; continue 

with any work above - there may have been something that you might like to spend some 
more time on; finish off any other work. 

 

 

http://nlpsgrade1a.global2.vic.edu.au/
http://nlpsgrade1a.global2.vic.edu.au/
http://nlpsgrade1a.global2.vic.edu.au/
http://nlpsyear1r2020.edublogs.org/
http://newportlakesps.vic.edu.au/newsletter/
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TUESDAY 

Before 9:00am Eat breakfast, make your bed, get dressed and clean your teeth. 

9:00am - 10:00am 
 

Complete Literacy 
activities 

 

Reading: 
Read your Just Right book independently for 15 minutes, working on using your decoding 

strategies. 
 

All students are invited to use the Sunshine Online Reading Program for Reading this week. 
Please note this is not essential, if you would prefer to read hard copy books that is 

perfectly fine. The log in for Sunshine Online is: 
https://www.sunshineonline.com.au/ 

The Username is: newportlakes and the password is: newport 
 

A rough guide to the levels: 
Learning Space 1 (coloured boxes pink, red, yellow) 

Learning Space 2 (coloured boxes blue, green, orange) 
Learning Space 3 (coloured boxes aqua, purple, brown) 

 
Remember that we are always encouraging children to read Just Right books so the above 

levels are a guide only. 
 

Writing: 
Handwriting practise (5 minutes) 

 
TASK: BOOK REVIEW 

Each day this week, we are going to ask you to read different books and write about the 
books you have read. This is called a Book Review. We will then ask you to email us your 
favourite one and we will put it on the blog. Below are some ideas for how some book 

reviews are set out, and the types of information that are included. You might even like to 
create your own style for how to set out your own book review, combining some of the 

features below. Get creative! 

 
The following book review resources are available at the end of this document. 

 
Writing: 

Handwriting practise (5 minutes) 
See Monday’s explanation 

 
Over the course of the week, you will be working through the Writing Process to create a 

story to match the puppets that you made last week as part of your Drama learning. 
Each day you will build on the work you have done the previous day. 

https://www.sunshineonline.com.au/
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TASK: 

Today, create a CHARACTER PROFILE for your puppet. 
In your book, draw or print a photo of your character. Write a short paragraph to tell us 

about them. Things you might include are: 
● Name 
● Age 

● Likes and dislikes 
● Some words that describe their looks (perhaps use a simile or choose words from 

our Word Gradient work from last term!) 
● Things that tell us about their personality e.g. They are short tempered because… 

They are kind hearted because… 
 

Note: Encourage your child to be descriptive and think about their Word Choices as this has 
been a focus in class this year. We love to see students experimenting with using new and 

interesting words! 

10:00am - 10:30am 
 

Take a walk outside, do some yoga from online (Cosmic Kids) or complete some mindfulness 
(Smiling Mind videos available online) 

10:30am - 11:00am Have something healthy to eat and take half an hour to rest your brain. 

11:00am - 12:00pm 
 

Complete set 
Mathematics task, 
including a game 

from the matrix sent 
out in week 2. 

Watch the following link of Miss B reading aloud the text: The Very Blue Thingamajig by 
Narelle Oliver. 

https://youtu.be/rHSm1Y6TmMg 
Use the description below to draw what the Very Blue Thingamajig looks like. 

Think about the key maths vocabulary you hear to help you. 
 

The Very Blue Thingamajig by Narelle Oliver 
And on the following Sunday, the very blue thingamajig woke up with… 

one twisty twirly tail, 
a pair of yellow waxy wings, 

an odd number of red hideously hard horns, 
two lots of two ferocious fangs, 

five skinny pink stripes, 
an even number of curly whirly hairs, 

seven tangerine tail spikes and 
four lots of two green clicky clacky claws. 

 
BONUS CHALLENGE: Write your own version of a thingamajig focusing on maths language. 

Give your description to someone to draw to get feedback on how you went. 

12:00pm - 12:30pm 
 

Complete set Health 
task 

Focus: Unhelpful thinking Vs Helpful Thinking 
 

EXPLAIN:  There are 2 different styles of thinking- helpful Vs. unhelpful. 
Which one do you think focuses on finding a solution and which one focuses on the 

problem? 
How do you think unhelpful thinking makes you feel? It makes you feel worse and worry 

more about the problem while helpful thinking focuses on the positives). 
 

Read Koala Lou by Mem Fox. 

https://youtu.be/rHSm1Y6TmMg
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If you don’t have your own copy, it can be found at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jXUz6ci0qk8 

DISCUSS: Sometimes we think about things that worry us in ways that aren't helpful. We 
can’t just assume that you know what another person feels or thinks. Can you think of how 

Koala Lou was using unhelpful thinking? What did she do because she was thinking this way? 
 

TASK: Draw a picture of Koala Lou from the text. Around the picture write some of the 
unhelpful thoughts that she had. You can add some others that you think an unhelpful 

thinker might say or think. 
 

Using a different colour, can you change these statements to make them into things a helpful 
thinker would say? 

12:30pm - 1:30pm Time for lunch 

1:30pm - 2:30pm 
 

Complete Specialist 
task 

ART 
Complementary Colours 

Create your own artwork. Look at the three artworks on the following link: 
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/c/complementary-colours 

 
Can you identify the complementary colours that the artist has used? Explain to someone in 

your house the complementary pairs used in each artwork. 
Create 3 mini artworks using the materials you have available – for example 3 flowers, each 

flower with a different pair of complementary colours – it can be a simple design; see images 
below for some ideas. 

 

2:30pm - 3:30pm If you have an iPad, you may use apps such as Targeting Maths, Book Creator, Friends of 
10, School Writing app, or any from the 2020 P - 2 suggested apps list. 

*Children may like to re-read previous classroom blog posts/school newsletters. 
 

Time to email your teacher if you have something that you’d like to share with her; continue 
with any work above - there may have been something that you might like to spend some 

more time on; finish off any other work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jXUz6ci0qk8
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/c/complementary-colours
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/c/complementary-colours
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/c/complementary-colours
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WEDNESDAY 

Before 9:00am Eat breakfast, make your bed, get dressed and clean your teeth. 

9:00am - 10:00am 
 

Complete Literacy 
activities 

 

Reading: 
Read your Just Right book independently for 15 minutes, working on using your decoding 

strategies. Your Just Right book may be a hard copy or it may be found on Sunshine Online. 
Make sure you do the Five Finger Test! 

 
TASK: BOOK REVIEW (See Monday) 

 
Writing: 

Handwriting practise (5 minutes) 
 

TASK: 
Today, you will begin to develop a narrative for your puppet. 

The focus will be on PLANNING your ideas. 
Students are to think about their narrative and make a plan using pictures about what will 
happen in their story. Students may like to divide their page into 6-8 boxes and draw what 

will happen in each section of their narrative. 
They might prefer to use the format we have used in class by using 3 boxes and drawing 

the Beginning, Middle and Ending of their narrative. 
 

Students are encouraged to include a short sentence with each picture to describe what is 
happening, to help with structuring their ideas. 

10:00am - 10:30am 
 

Take a walk outside, do some yoga from online (Cosmic Kids) or complete some mindfulness 
(Smiling Mind videos available online) 

10:30am - 11:00am Have something healthy to eat and take half an hour to rest your brain. 

11:00am - 12:00pm 
 

Complete set 
Mathematics task, 
including a game 

from the matrix sent 
out in Week 2. 

Problem Solving: 
Amy and Lee had 9 cherries altogether. How many did they each have? 

Can you find all the solutions to this problem? 
HINT: Think of your Turn Around Facts. 

(For example, the ‘turn around fact’ for 2 + 12 is 12 + 2) 
 

Remember to show your working out. It might be good to use numbers, pictures and words 
to demonstrate your thinking. 

 
NOTE: This task is asking students to find all the parts that make up the number 9 (the 

whole). Encourage them to find as many solutions as they can to build their number 
knowledge). 

12:00pm - 12:30pm 
 

Complete set Big 
Question Time task 

 
How and Why do 

Choose a plant/tree in the neighbourhood (this may be your own front/back garden, or on a 
walk in your local area). We are going to observe this tree/plant and see how it changes over 

time. You might like to take a photo of the plant/tree or record a very scientific drawing of 
what it looks like (by scientific, we mean that children need to observe ‘like a scientist’ to 

illustrate all of the intricate details of the tree). 
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Things Change? Make predictions about how the tree might change/how it might look at different stages into 
the future. Children may record these predictions in the table below (see larger copy at the 

end of this document) with illustrations and/or written descriptions to explain what they 
think will happen. A labelled diagram might make this clear. The focus here is justifying why 

children think their predictions will happen. 
 

Once a week students can take a photo/draw their observations about what they notice 
about the plant/tree and why they think these changes (if any) have occurred. 

 
Students will eventually have a series of photos that will show how a tree/plant has changed 

over time. 
 

It is okay to be wrong with your predictions, 
or to not really know what might happen to 

the tree/plant. The important thing is to 
consider your prior knowledge and imagine 
what might be possible. This is how we can 

stretch our brains. 

12:30pm - 1:30pm Time for lunch 

1:30pm - 2:30pm 
 

Complete Specialist 
task 

INDONESIAN 
Traditional Indonesian Stories – Kancil the Mousedeer 

This lesson is a continuation of the learning you did in Indonesian last week. The stories are 
all about a small Indonesian rainforest animal known as kancil (say kanchil) who plays tricks 

on other animals. 
Activity: 

This is an English language writing task. You do not need to write in Indonesian! 
Write a story about kancil and the tricks he/she/they play(s) on the other rainforest animals. 
You can write your own original story or have a go at rewriting one of the stories you have 

already watched or read. 
You might like to write your story on several pages so that they can be stapled together and 

illustrated like a real book. 
I would love to see some of the work that you have been completing in Indonesian so far. 

If you would like to share something you’ve done, please send it to me in an email. 
carrington.lyndal.w@edumail.vic.gov.au 

2:30pm - 3:30pm If you have an iPad, you may use apps such as Targeting Maths, Book Creator, Friends of 
10, School Writing app, or any from the 2020 P - 2 suggested apps list. 

*Children may like to re-read previous classroom blog posts/school newsletters. 
 

Time to email your teacher if you have something that you’d like to share with her; continue 
with any work above - there may have been something that you might like to spend some 

more time on; finish off any other work. 

 

 

 

 

mailto:carrington.lyndal.w@edumail.vic.gov.au
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THURSDAY 

Before 9:00am Eat breakfast, make your bed, get dressed and clean your teeth. 

9:00am - 10:00am 
 

Complete Literacy 
activities 

 

Reading: 
Read your Just Right book independently for 15 minutes, working on using your decoding 

strategies. 
 

TASK: BOOK REVIEW (See Monday) 
 

Writing: 
Handwriting practise (5 minutes). 

 
TASK: 

It’s time to begin DRAFTING! 
Use your plan and your character profile to draft your narrative. 

Remember a narrative follows the structure below: 
Beginning - introduces the character and setting 

Middle - involves a problem or an adventure, and steps to solve the problem (if one) 
Ending - the problem is solved and the story ends in a way that shows the conclusion to the 

story. 

10:00am - 10:30am 
 

Take a walk outside, do some yoga from online (Cosmic Kids) or complete some mindfulness 
(Smiling Mind videos available online) 

10:30am - 11:00am Have something healthy to eat and take half an hour to rest your brain. 

11:00am - 12:00pm 
 

Complete set 
Mathematics task, 
including a game 

from the matrix sent 
out in Week 2. 

Focus: Place Value Revision 
 

Select any 2 digit number where the digits are not the 
same. e.g. 57. 

Show this number in as many ways as possible. 
 

e.g. Words 
Place value parts 

Pictures (drawn as tens and ones) 
Tally marks 

Number sentence 
1 more/1 less 

10 more/ 10 less 
Skip count to your number 

Real world examples 
Write a number story 

12:00pm - 12:30pm 
 

Complete set Spelling 
task 

Focus: Plurals 
 

Support your child to search for different examples of plurals using books or words they see 
in the environment. They might even use this document to find examples! 

NOTE: they must be words that they can read and create a list.  
Look for ways that you could categorise the words that you have found based on the end 
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spelling patterns, to see what we can learn from them. E.g. when these words became a 
plural we just needed to add an ‘s’, but with these other words we needed to add ‘es’ etc. 

 
Parents to use below as a guide - try not to give away these particular rules - support your 

child to realise these themselves. 
 

Plural rules: Most nouns just add ‘s’ 
Nouns ending in sh, ch, ss or x add ‘es’ 

Most words ending in ‘f’ or ‘fe’ change the ‘f’ to ‘v’ and add ‘es’, 
Some words form their plural by changing the word completely e.g. child-children 

 
Below is a clip from Nessy (it’s very simple but some students might find it really useful) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lD1OaD4FBqM 
 

This might be helpful as a reference for parents/students. 

 

12:30pm - 1:30pm Time for lunch 

1:30pm - 2:30pm 
 

Complete Specialist 
task 

PE 
Foot Skills 

Opening/Warm-up – Complete the dance routine from the link (approximately 4 minutes) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1GnfuQ4dnpg&list=PLTfstHhuPAlMjHGmRsf3CmbZ_PV

q7NtTa&index=2 
or complete the following ‘animal movements’ for 30 seconds each in an open space. Have a 

short rest in between the different movements. 
Slither like a snake, scamper like a puppy, waddle like a duck, leap like a frog, drag yourself 

like a seal, kick like a wild horse and glide like a butterfly. 
Kicking – This week we are going to continue to focus on our kicking technique. Do you 

remember the five things we need to do with our body when we are kicking a ball? 
Balloon Kicks – Complete the following balloon kicking activities for about 3-5 minutes each. 

You will need a balloon and an open space. 
a. Keep your balloon airborne for as long as possible by kicking it back and forth. 

b. Place the balloon on the ground/floor. Using a 3-4 step run-up, kick the balloon as 
hard as you can into the air. Repeat this activity after the balloon touches the 

ground/floor, aiming to improve the length of time the balloon is airborne. 
c. Play ‘Beat the Balloon’. Place any suitable item (e.g. pillow, ball, teddy) about 2m 

away. Kick your balloon hard off the ground using a 3-4 step run-up. As soon as your 
balloon is airborne, run around your item and back to where the balloon was kicked. 
If you return to your starting position before the balloon touches the ground/floor 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lD1OaD4FBqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1GnfuQ4dnpg&list=PLTfstHhuPAlMjHGmRsf3CmbZ_PVq7NtTa&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1GnfuQ4dnpg&list=PLTfstHhuPAlMjHGmRsf3CmbZ_PVq7NtTa&index=2
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you win. Move your item a little further away and repeat every time you beat the 
balloon. 

d. Create your own balloon kicking activity. Is there someone else at home you can play 
it with? 

Time to move outside. You will need a mid to large size ball, two items to act as cones or 
markers and a partner. Place your markers 2m apart to make a ‘goal’. You stand on one side 
of the goal and your partner stands on the other side. Aim to kick the ball through the goal 
towards your partner. If you score a goal, take a step further back. If you miss the goal, take 

a step closer. Remember to trap the ball with your feet when it is kicked towards you. 
How many goals did you both score in five minutes? 

If you do not have a partner, you can set up your goal in front of a wall so the ball rebounds 
back to you, after each kick. 

Variations – Alternate your kicking foot 
- Change the size of the goal 

Play ‘Skittle Scuttle’. Place a cone, water bottle, bucket or any other suitable item 3-5m away 
from a rebound wall to act as a skittle. Ensure that you place the ball beside the skittle when 
kicking. The aim of the activity is to kick your ball so that it rebounds off the wall to hit your 

skittle. If the skittle is hit, move it about one metre further away from the wall. 
Variations – Alternate your kicking foot 
- Have a smaller skittle (e.g. soup can) 

- Change the angle of the rebound to increase the difficulty 

2:30pm - 3:30pm If you have an iPad, you may use apps such as Targeting Maths, Book Creator, Friends of 
10, School Writing app, or any from the 2020 P - 2 suggested apps list. 

*Children may like to re-read previous classroom blog posts/school newsletters. 
 

Time to email your teacher if you have something that you’d like to share with her; continue 
with any work above - there may have been something that you might like to spend some 

more time on; finish off any other work. 

 

 

 

 

FRIDAY 

Before 9:00am 
 

Eat breakfast, make your bed, get dressed and clean your teeth. 

9:00am - 10:00am 
 

Complete Literacy 
activities 

 

Reading: 
Read your Just Right book independently for 15 minutes, working on using your decoding 

strategies. 
 

TASK: BOOK REVIEW (See Monday) 
 

Writing: 
Handwriting practise (5 minutes) 

 
TASK: 

Spend time finishing the draft of your narrative. 
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After drafting, it is time to RE-READ your piece to ensure it makes sense. 
Remember to point to each word as you say it aloud. 

 
As you read, underline any words you have tried to spell and would like some feedback 

from an adult about. 
As you reread your work, look for ways to revise and edit your piece. 

 
REVISE your writing: Look for at least 1 way that you can improve the content of your 

writing. 
 

For example: 
● ADD some extra details to help your reader to visualise and understand your story. 

● Think about WORD CHOICE: can you replace some of your words to make them 
more interesting or have a greater impact? e.g. change ‘run’ to ‘bolted’. 

● ASK, does my writing make sense? Do I need to think about how my sentences are 
written? Can I remove words that are repeated? Can I add more detail to make it 

more interesting? 
 

EDIT your writing: 
Remember this is the last step before you are 
ready to have your writing read by someone 

else. Use the ‘My Editing Checklist’ as a guide 
for what to look for. The big focus in editing is 

essentially looking at the 
punctuation/spelling/grammar/handwriting - 

the conventions of English. 
 

Once you are happy with your writing, you 
might ask an adult to read over it for you, to 

help with spelling and punctuation. You might 
even email it to a neighbour or family member 

to enjoy and get some feedback from them 
about what you wrote. 

 
OPTIONAL: If you are especially proud of your 
writing, you may like to spend time publishing 

your piece by rewriting it to include the 
feedback from an adult. 

 
Perhaps you could include a front cover, some illustrations throughout and a blurb. 

10:00am - 10:30am 
 

Take a walk outside, do some yoga from online (Cosmic Kids) or complete some mindfulness 
(Smiling Mind videos available online) 

10:30am - 11:00am Have something healthy to eat and take half an hour to rest your brain. 

11:00am - 12:00pm 
 

Complete set 
Mathematics task, 
including a game 

Essential Maths - this will need to be done on an iPad or computer. If not available please 
just continue with the maths games on the matrix. 

Please refer to the User Guide for Essential Assessment included at the bottom of the planner. 
Students will need to complete the 2 assessments set (addition and subtraction). They may 

also access the My Numeracy and Sunset Maths sections once the assessments are 
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from the matrix sent 
out in Week 2. 

complete. 
Parents please note: We hope to use this information to identify students’ current 

understandings. Although the children may ask, please don’t assist them with this task. 
Encourage them to try their best and have a go - we do say to have a guess if they’re not 

sure, as then they have a chance of being correct, instead of leaving the answer blank. 
Essential Assessment allows students to have the question read aloud to them, and they 

have all used it before, so they should already be familiar with it. 

12:00pm - 12:30pm 
 

Complete set Health 
task

 

FOCUS: Celebrating our personal strengths 
Listen to Tammi reading ‘All the Ways To Be Smart’ by Davina Bell and Allison Colpoys 

 
https://youtu.be/Czswi_BZ4Ik 

Think about your own strengths - things that make you unique and things that you are good 
at. Just like in the book, your strengths do not have to be something like reading, writing or 

maths! 
 

TASK: 
You are going to create your own page, just like the book, which showcases one of your 

strengths. Include a picture of you demonstrating your strength and include a brief 
description of what your strength is and why it is special to you. You might like to repeat this 

process for more than one strength, as we know that you all have many! 
 

For example: 
My personal strength is… being fair. 

This is an important strength to have because… everyone feels included and it makes myself 
and others feel happy. 

I show this strength when I… share things out evenly and take turns for things. 

12:30pm - 1:30pm Time for lunch 

1:30pm - 2:30pm 
 

Finishing off time 

You now have time to go back to a task or tasks that you haven’t had time to complete this 
week. 

2:30pm - 3:30pm If you have an iPad, you may use apps such as Essential Maths - My Numeracy or Sunset 
Maths, Book Creator, Friends of 10, School Writing app, or any from the 2020 P - 2 

suggested apps list. 
*Children may like to re-read previous classroom blog posts/school newsletters. 

 
Time to email your teacher if you have something that you’d like to share with her; continue 

with any work above - there may have been something that you might like to spend some 
more time on; finish off any other work. 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/Czswi_BZ4Ik
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Monday Resources 
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Book Review Resources 
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Wednesday BQT Resources 
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How to use Essential Assessment at home 

 
Essential Assessment can be accessed via the online website or download the app onto your 

iPad. 
 

https://www.essentialassessment.com.au/ 
 

Click on student login in at the top right-hand corner. This will take you to this screen: 
The school code is NLPS3015 

 

 
 

Each child’s login is their name and first letter of their surname. E.g. 
Username: Tammic – so your child’s name and first letter of surname. 

Password: tammic – same as above but no capital. 
 

Students will need to enter their username and password. Remember that the username 
has a capital for the first letter of your child’s name but the password does not. If you are 
using an iPad this will happen automatically, if you are using a computer you will need to 

hold down caps lock to make the capital letter for the username. This may sound simple but 
is the most common mistake made in the classroom! 

 
The next screen will look something like this, (it may have more circles than one shown 

below). 
 

 
 

I always tell the kids to double check that you are on your own account. 

https://www.essentialassessment.com.au/
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The smaller dot means there is an assessment task to be completed. The screen should look 

like this:  
 

Your child can do all the assessments that are set. It is really important that you do not do 
the tasks for your child. You may read the question but please do not help your child answer. 

 

 
 

Your child can ONLY access the My Numeracy section when the assessment has been done. 
When working through the assessment if your child does not know an answer they can click 
‘I don’t know’ (orange arrow) at the bottom of the screen. After the last question they will 

need to click on Finish (blue arrow) at the bottom of the screen. 
 

 
 
 

Then it will take you to the next screen that may tell you that you have missed some 
questions. You can either try those questions again or finish the assessment. 
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To finish the assessment you have to confirm by clicking yes or no. 
 

 
 
 
 

My Numeracy 
 

The activities in this section are related to the assessment tasks and the specific areas of 
practise needed for each student (the program does this, not the teachers). 

 

 
 

Click on the yellow circle with the triangle to access these activities. 
The white circle takes you back to the previous page. 

 
Sunset Maths 
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Click on the icon below to access Sunset Maths. Sunset Maths is aimed at developing 
student’s mental maths skills in the four operations – addition, subtraction, multiplication 

and division. 
 

 
 
 

Please let me know if you have any difficulties and I will do my best to help. 
 

Have fun! 
 
 

Tammi 
cordell.tammera.l@edumail.vic.gov.au 

mailto:cordell.tammera.l@edumail.vic.gov.au

